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Introduction
Within the past decade, interest in improving
children’s rates of physical activity and reducing traffic congestion and motor vehicle emissions around schools has spurred the creation
of Safe Routes to School programs and other
initiatives to encourage active travel to school.
Children who walk to and from school are
more physically active, have lower body mass
index scores, and are more likely to meet physical activity guidelines than children who use
motorized forms of travel to school.1 In addition, fewer cars on the road lead to safer conditions for pedestrian and bicycle travel.
However, real and perceived safety issues
counter efforts to increase the numbers of children walking and biking to and from school.
Although death and injury rates have declined
dramatically for this group over the past four
decades, this trend may reflect the decrease in

the number of students walking to school.2, 3
In 1969, 48% of children aged 5 to 14 walked
or biked to school, while in 2009 only 13%
of students walked or biked to school. During
that time period, the percentage of students
being bused rose from 38% to 39%, while the
percentage of students driven to school rose
from 12% to 44%,4 showing the move away
from active travel and towards personal vehicle
travel to school.
All travel to school exposes children to vehicular crashes. In the United States during 2009,
1,314 children ages 14 years and younger died
as occupants in motor vehicle crashes, and approximately 179,000 were injured.5 Nationwide, approximately 600 pedestrians and bicyclists under the age of 16 are killed each year in
motor vehicle crashes and another 30,000 are
seriously injured.6 In New Jersey during the pe-
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riod 2004-2008, 42% of children ages 0 to 14 and fractures, resulting from slips, trips, and
who were involved in a motor vehicle fatality falls. Between 1993 and 2008, median days
were pedestrians,7 demonstrating the need for away from work for crossing guards almost alimproved safety for those using active travel.
ways exceeded the statistic for all local government occupations combined,10 demonstrating
Thus, school crossing guards are employed to the level of severity of nonfatal injuries and
assist children in safely navigating traffic situ- illnesses. Despite this report on safety, little
ations in school zones. According to the U.S. else is known about the daily job experience of
Bureau of Labor Statistics, New Jersey has the crossing guards.
highest employment level of crossing guard
workers in the United States, and the fourth One reason for the growing concern for crosshighest number of crossing guards. In 2011, an ing guard and child pedestrian safety is the
estimated 4,800 crossing guards were employed number of distracted drivers on the roads.
in the State of New Jersey assisting pedestrians An estimated 30% of the time during which
“at such places as street crossings, schools, rail- they are operating motor vehicles, drivers are
road crossings, and construction sites”.8 New distracted by activities such as cell phone use,
Jersey’s high concentration of crossing guards texting, or eating. This lack of focus can lead
corresponds to the State’s sizable number of to driving errors. Almost 80% of all crashes
“walker” friendly neighborhood schools. State and 65% of near-crashes involve drivers who
regulations require busing only if a student looked away from the forward roadway just
lives “remote from school,” i.e. more than two prior to the crash.11 In New Jersey, crash statismiles from their elementary or middle school tics from 2002 to 2010 show an upward trend
or two and a half miles from their high school in the relationship of cell phone use to crash(NJSA 18A:39-1) or as required under the fed- es. In 2002, cell phone use was a contributing
eral Individuals with Disabilities Education factor in 454 crashes, with 185 people injured.
Act enacted in 1990, leaving many communi- In 2010, hand-held cell phones were a factor in
ties without state-funded school busing.
1,833 crashes with a total of 838 injured and 3
fatalities, and hands-free cell phone use conThe Municipal Excess Liability Joint Insurance tributed to 1,518 crashes with 663 injured.12
Fund of New Jersey (NJMEL-JIF) reports that
the role of school crossing guard has become Given the distracted driving statistics presentone of the more dangerous occupations in ed above, it follows that crossing guards are
municipal government. The insurance fund, considered essential fixtures in many New Jerwhich represents more than 60% of New Jer- sey communities to help keep school children
sey’s municipalities, reported a 65% increase safe. When children are walking and biking to
in crashes involving crossing guards between school, they require assistance with crossing
1996 and 2006.9 The New Jersey Fatality As- streets safely and learning appropriate street
sessment & Control Evaluation (NJFACE) proj- crossing behavior. In an effort to discover
ect in the New Jersey Department of Health more about the daily job experience of crossreports that 15 adult crossing guards in New ing guards and the relationship of crossing
Jersey were killed when struck by motor vehi- guards to child pedestrian safety, research was
cles while at work in the period between 1993 conducted in the form of two focus groups to
and 2012. In 2011-2012, New Jersey crossing document direct accounts of the opinions and
guards experienced 170 nonfatal occupational everyday experiences of practicing professional
injuries and illnesses involving days away from school crossing guards.
work. These incidents included sprains, strains,
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Literature Review
Crossing guards play an important role in
communities because children are at an inherent disadvantage when dealing with traffic.
Until the age of nine or ten, children’s physical and cognitive limitations negatively affect
their ability to successfully navigate traffic situations. Children have two-thirds of the field
of vision of an adult, cannot determine the
source of sounds, and are of smaller stature,
which makes them less visible to drivers and
less able to see around obstacles.13, 14 In addition, they cannot judge speed and distance.
They are easily distracted, spontaneous, and
tend to complete any motion they start.13, 14
They can overestimate their physical abilities
and they pattern their actions after others without evaluating whether these actions are good
or bad. A 2000 report found that children ages
5-6 years old perform extremely poorly when
crossing streets by themselves. Many failed to
stop before entering the roadway. They did not
necessarily wait for a moving car to move away
from them before crossing.15 Several studies
also report that middle school children (10-14
years old) are more likely to be involved in a
pedestrian-motor vehicle collision than children younger or older.6, 16, 17 Their vulnerability may result from walking more and farther
from home with limited adult supervision and
limited street crossing experience. Therefore,
it is important for children to have assistance
when crossing busy roads or intersections.
In addition to age, several risk factors for child
pedestrian injury have been reported in the
literature. Other demographic characteristics
that contribute to injury and fatality include
sex, race/ethnicity, social status, and community of residence.2, 13, 14 Children involved in
traffic crashes are more likely to be male. The
pedestrian death rate for male children is 57%
higher than for females and almost two-thirds
of pedestrian deaths involve male children.2

African-American vehicle death rate has also
been reported as double the rate for White
children and the injury rate is also higher.2, 3
In the years 2000 to 2004, the death rate for
African-American children was higher than for
any other demographic group. Death rates for
Hispanic and American Indian/Alaskan Native
children are also higher than for White children.3 Therefore, it is important to consider
not just age, but other demographic variables
when examining child active travel safety.
In addition to demographics, social risk factors
for child pedestrian injuries play an important
role. Children living in urban, high-density,
or low-income neighborhoods are at a higher
risk of injury and fatality from crashes.2, 3, 14 In
addition to geographic density, the specific location where crossing occurs is important. Seventy-five to 80% of crashes resulting in child
pedestrian fatalities occur at mid-block locations and 25% occur at intersections.6 Time of
day and time of year also play a part in crash
rates. One study found that 55% of child pedestrian fatalities occur between 3 p.m. and 7
p.m.,3 and another study found that approximately 40% of fatalities for school-aged pedestrians occur between 3 p.m. and 8 p.m.2 More
crashes occur in May, September and October
than during other months.3 Thus, crossing
guards can play an important role in reducing
child pedestrian injuries by assisting children
in crossing busy roadways.
Crossing guards can also draw attention to important intersections and reduce vehicle speed
in neighborhoods. Reducing vehicle speed is
important as the risk of pedestrian injury and
the severity of injuries escalates with increased
vehicle speed.6, 18 At 15 mph most pedestrians
survive a crash with minor injuries. At 20 mph
most crashes will result in serious injuries. At
25 mph, almost all crashes result in serious
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injuries and roughly half are fatal. At 40 mph,
90% of crashes result in fatalities. Vehicle speed
also influences the likelihood of vehicle-pedestrian crash. Slower operational speed allows
more time for motorists to respond to hazards
or unexpected situations and requires less distance to stop the vehicle. In addition, motorists moving at slower speeds are more likely to
yield to crossing pedestrians.6 Although speed
limit postings and school zone signs may be
standard around schools, these are commonly ignored, leaving children vulnerable when
crossing streets, particularly at those crossings
with high volumes and high speeds.

Crossing Guards as an Approach to
Child Pedestrian Safety

Studies of crossing guards are rare. A 2007 review examining the ten most important safety
countermeasures found no study that evaluated the effects of crossing guards on children’s
safety or behavior. These authors did report
on a 1977 study that determined that crossing
guards were more desirable than a full traffic
signal from an operational perspective.6 However, no additional information on the role of
crossing guards was provided. A 2010 review
classified 480 variables from 42 studies that
were commonly associated with active travel
to school.21 Although many factors were found
Improving Child Pedestrian Safety
to influence children’s active travel to and from
Several approaches are commonly used to im- school, the role of crossing guards was absent
prove child pedestrian safety and fall into three from the review.
broad categories: engineering, enforcement,
and education. Engineering solutions such as Several studies report that crossing guards can
traffic calming devices lower vehicle operating be seen as a facilitator to active travel, and
speeds and thereby contribute to the reduced their absence a barrier,30, 31 as a crossing guard
incidence and severity of child pedestrian helps to create a more pleasant experience for
crashes.6, 19 Other changes such as increasing children walking or biking to and from school,
“walk” times at signals and providing “no turn and parents are more comfortable knowing
on red” intersections may also have a positive that the guard is supervising their children.22 A
impact on safety conditions.14 Enforcement 2009 study referred to crossing guards as social
efforts, such as increasing police presence at facilitators because they are familiar people enpedestrian crossings, are effective while the en- countered on a daily basis who help students
forcement is in place, but appear to have little cross busy intersections.26 A crossing guard not
to no long-term effect on motorist behavior.6 only provides assistance in crossing streets but
Lastly, education efforts that combine class- also becomes part of a child’s social network,27
room training with practical skills training re- unlike other engineering approaches. In this
sult in improved judgment, timing of crossings, way, crossing guards may alleviate additional
choice of route and crossing location on the parental concerns, such as bullying or kidnappart of children.2, 14, 20 In general, researchers ping by providing eyes on the street.
suggest that a combination of these approaches in addition to the use of crossing guards to A 2007 multisite case study reports on factors
build awareness and improve education, will that influence active travel to school initiaprove most effective in increasing child pedes- tives. The addition of crossing guards or crosstrian safety.2, 14
walks to increase safety was the most common change made among the schools studied.
Crossing guards were valued for their relatively
low cost and their role in maintaining traffic
control, reassuring parents of their child’s safe-
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ty, and making children feel safer when walking. In addition, policies that either fund or
place crossing guards were found to contribute
to the success of active travel to school initiatives.23 In a 2007 focus group study, immigrant
parents who found street crossings in this
country to be unsafe due to wide streets, and
traffic volume and speed, identified the lack
of crossing guards as a concern and included
crossing guards among proposed safety improvements,24 demonstrating the importance
of crossing guards to many groups of parents
and students.
The Federal Highway Administration’s Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (FHWA
MUTCD) provides guidelines for the use of
crossing guards. Crossing guards are present to
provide gaps in traffic at school crossings and
thereby provide for schoolchildren to safely
and efficiently cross streets. Along with information on uniforms, equipment, and operat-

ing procedures, the MUTCD details selection
criteria for crossing guards given the critical nature of their job. New Jersey State law (40A:9154.1) addresses crossing guard appointment,
term, qualifications, supervision and direction,
uniform, posts, and post time periods. Requirements regarding crossing guard training are
limited to the number of hours for classroom
and practical instruction. Some New Jersey
county police academies have provided training for crossing guards, but largely, municipal
traffic safety officers have assembled training
for their own guards. Trainings are inconsistent throughout the State. By speaking directly
with crossing guards about their perceptions of
their environment, their training, and overall
daily job experience, we may gain insight into
how to further improve the role of those who
hold this important job to keep our children
safe and keep all of those who participate in
active travel safer in the future.

Methods
In November of 2011, two focus groups were
conducted involving a total of 23 crossing
guards, one in a suburban community in
south central New Jersey (N=15), and the other in an urban disadvantaged or lower income
community in northern New Jersey (N=9). For
consistency, the same researcher led both focus groups. Focus group participants were recruited using printed fliers distributed by the
crossing guard supervisors in both municipalities. Participation in the focus groups was confidential and voluntary. Participants received
a $50 incentive. The focus group protocol was
designed to elicit comments relating to crossing guard job experiences and performance
and the effect of municipal crossing guard policies on crossing guard performance. The focus
group method was selected to encourage ex-

change of ideas and opinions in an interactive
group setting.
For both sessions, crossing guards completed
a pre-focus group questionnaire that included
questions on demographics and basic aspects
of their employment, such as post arrival and
departure times and uniforms. A semi-structured interview protocol, approved by the
New Jersey Department of Transportation and
Rutgers University Institutional Review Board,
guided the remainder of the focus group. The
protocol included five question domains: job
conditions, job safety, training, employer policies, and performance review. Participants
were provided an opportunity to discuss other issues at the end of the question session. In
addition, the groups were shown a series of
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photographs of crossing guards at their posts
and were asked to identify positive and negative elements of the image captured, not only
regarding crossing guard behavior, but also the
crossing guard post environment. Each focus

group lasted approximately two hours. Field
notes were taken by two separate researchers
and thematic analysis was used to determine
emergent themes.

Results
Overall the focus group crossing guard population included older individuals with low
educational achievement and low household
income. Approximately two-thirds of participants were female and one-third were male.
In both focus groups, crossing guards are municipal employees hired by the police department. All of the participants were provided
with equipment including the mandatory safety vest and STOP paddle. The urban group is
represented by a union that provides the crossing guard uniforms. For the suburban group,
the municipality provides a stipend for guards
to purchase their own uniforms. In both communities, the uniform includes at a minimum
pants, a shirt, a hat, and a jacket.
Most of the crossing guards reported driving to
their posts, and most were assigned to a particular post with only two participants floating
from post to post as needed. Crossing guard
morning and afternoon shifts varied from ½
hour up to 1¼ hour. In general, crossing guards
in the suburban community crossed kindergarteners through middle school students. Crossing guards in the urban community crossed
children from pre-kindergarten through high
school. All crossing guards crossed, or offered
to cross, adults whether they were connected
to the school or not, and in particular noted
that they commonly crossed senior citizens.
Three primary themes emerged from the two
focus groups. These themes emerged in both
groups and were brought up by multiple par-

ticipants in each. They were: job satisfaction;
lack of safety in the environment; and training,
communications, and policies.

Job Satisfaction
All focus group participants in both groups
stated that they were satisfied or very satisfied
with their job, and reported that the best part
of the job is the children. They took pride in
being part of the children’s lives and keeping
them safe.
I like the kids and I like dealing with different
types of people. The kids confide in me, they
know me, and ask for me when I am missing.
Talking to the children is wonderful.
I just like the kids, and most of the parents are
nice…that makes me go to work every morning.
I like to be part of the kids’ lives.
Aside from liking to be with the children, the
attraction of the crossing guard position included getting out of the house, working with
a schedule suited to a stay-at-home parent, and
keeping active:
I am recently retired and I got this job because I
wanted to get out of bed. It keeps you going. This
is the best paying part-time job.
I like the morning air to get you going.
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obstructed walkways. Crossing guards said that,
in the winter, often municipal plows had not
cleared streets at school crossing locations in
time for early morning shifts. Sidewalks were
not shoveled, leaving few options for walking
paths for children. Eleven of the 23 crossing
guards reported carrying shovels to clear their
own crosswalks and corners and several carried
ice melt. One crossing guard said, “plows put
the snow back on the sidewalk. I walk to make
footprints for the kids, and call the traffic safety office to report the problem,” while another
said, “I scope the corner for slush and puddles
and tell the kids the best place to get around it.”
Guards report receiving help in winter from
various sources: a police officer brought his
own snow blower to clear a post; parents shoveled and put out rock salt; residents on the
street cleared the corner and the street crossing. In icy conditions, a guard reported that a
police officer arrived to cross the children and
instructed the guard to wait for Department
I like the fact that I can be a stay-at-home mom. of Public Works (DPW) to arrive, and anothI like meeting the kids, getting out, and getting er crossing guard called the security guard at
out my frustration by yelling at the drivers.
the school for assistance. One guard reported
that snow removal was needed on the sidewalk
Although the guards enjoyed working with the in front of a vacant house: “I called the townchildren and getting to be outdoors, which led ship to take care of it and they finally did…the
to their high job satisfaction, guards felt im- township will get to it…eventually.”
provements could be made in two areas to improve their job satisfaction even more: safety Crossing guards recounted numerous slips
in the environment and communication/job and falls in wet, snowy and icy conditions, and
training.
many have seen kids fall in the winter.

Lack of Safety in the Environment
Crossing guards in both groups reported lack
of safety in the environment from both the
physical environment itself and from the social environment, where inattentive parents
contributed to a lack of safety for children.

I have my own shovel for the sidewalk to protect
the kids and myself from slipping. I’m too old to
hit the deck.
I’ve fallen many times. They [the town] don’t
clear the streets. Nothing is done by 7:30.

Ice is not only a slipping hazard for pedestriCrossing guards are responsible for inspection ans but also causes drivers to lose control of
of the area around their post for hazards in- their vehicles:
cluding broken pavement, missing signs, and
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crosswalk striping were also topics of conversation. Clear delineation of the crosswalk was
appreciated but the zebra-style striping was
Other maintenance concerns included pot- noted as slippery when wet.
holes, drainage problems, and leaves blown
into the street. In general, crossing guard Guards reported that county roads presented
maintenance complaints did not receive pri- an additional challenge. One crossing guard
ority status. Instead of going through their su- stated that she had three crosswalks at her fourpervisors, some guards contacted municipal way intersection. The municipality painted the
departments directly in an attempt to expedite fourth crosswalk, but the county removed the
repairs. One crossing guard noted that it was crosswalk markings. Other guards noted that
difficult to receive a response from the DPW maintenance or vehicle speed issues around
and so she flagged down a patrol car to report schools did not appear to be a priority for the
an issue. One guard noted that he reported a county, which was frustrating for the crossing
drainage problem to DPW three or four times guards trying to keep pedestrians safe.
over the course of a year before it was fixed:
I grabbed a child to keep him from getting hit by
a car [in winter conditions]

Distracted Driving

A drainage grate caved in and people were falling in it. It was bad, I took a photo with a dig- In addition to poor maintenance causing hazital camera and finally brought it to the county ardous situations, crossing guards in both focus
engineer.
groups reported that the most significant daily
challenge was distracted drivers. The crossing
Others had similar stories about poor mainte- guards stated that they and the children they
nance:
crossed are in danger every day as a result of
driver carelessness. They witnessed frequent
There are cracks in the crosswalks. Two children instances of drivers talking on cell phones,
fell and a grandfather twisted his ankle picking texting, drinking coffee, speeding, running
up one of the children. The issue is simply the red lights, listening to loud music (preventing
fact that you are walking into little craters in the them from hearing crossing guard directions),
road. The guards are looking down and not at and otherwise behaving as if they were unaware
the cars when they try to avoid the holes.
A mother broke her ankle. They have patched
the hole I don’t know how many times. I have
tripped over it myself.
We had a former crossing guard fall in a pothole and break her kneecap. I spoke to the officer
coming through on patrol… and the next day
they filled it [the pothole] in.
I had a street with potholes, it was horrible. I told
the City Hall, the police, and I told the school
principal. It was finally fixed.
Signs and crosswalk indicators, curb cuts, and
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of, or choosing to ignore, the crossing guards.
For example, a driver who did not like to be
detained at an intersection proceed through it
despite the presence of a crossing guard with a
raised STOP paddle. Several crossing guards reported near misses when cars failed to respond
appropriately while the crossing guard was in
the street. Crossing guards reported placing
themselves in the way of oncoming traffic to
attempt to get motorists to stop. Although not
a common occurrence, guards appear to have
reacted instinctually when the need arose.
Parents dropping off and picking up their children at school contribute to dangerous conditions by speeding and by stopping or parking
too close to the crosswalk or within the crosswalk. Guards noted that frequently parents
were rushing in the mornings to get their children to school and then to get to work. The
morning shift was referred to as “chaos,” “a
nightmare,” and “an accident waiting to happen.” Guards also complained that parents
jaywalk and walk in the middle of the street
with their kids in tow, setting a bad example

both as a motorist and pedestrian ignoring the
crossing guard and then expecting their children to listen. Crossing guards consistently
reported the dangers inherent to the job with
inattentive motorists:
I have a whistle and STOP sign. I was almost hit
by a car today. They [the drivers] know you’re
there. They come through every day. It’s not like
they’re strangers.
I’m at the middle school. You have to watch the
people dropping kids off. You have to watch the
crosswalk. They [the drivers] are looking at the
kids and then they pull away. They are not paying attention. Then you have the ones going by
at 50 mph on a cell phone.
I stepped out in front of a car. The lady had to
step on the brakes so she didn’t hit me. Next
time [she drove past my post]she stopped for me.
I was told not to help out [by using my body to
stop cars], but I would rather it be me than the
kids.
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I ask drivers: What are you doing? All this bright Training, Communications, and Policies
color and you can’t see me? They are distracted
on the phone, arguing.
Overall, the crossing guards felt that the training and communication they received was
50(mph) is the new 30(mph) so I help people subpar. Crossing guards discussed the initial
cross the street.
classroom training, field training, and annual retraining, which for both groups occurred
I have a stop light and a long street. People speed only in the classroom. In the initial classroom
up to beat the light.
training, crossing guards in the suburban
group described watching the same video each
Can we make the suggestion to the teachers, year and reported that “the videos do not rewhen they pull out of the driveway when they’re view enough scenarios,” and “it’s the same one
done with work, that they not be on their cell every time, boring.” One crossing guard stated:
phones in front of the kids?
I have seen three or four different videos in 26
While many parents reportedly ignored the
years. They are totally outdated, they do not apcrossing guards, some guards noted that some
ply to our situations or corners. My sister had to
parents had been appreciative.
watch the video without sound. The videos are
useless.
Crossing guards also reported that pedestrians
engage in unsafe crossing behaviors to varying While another said:
degrees. In a discussion of whether children
and others are respectful of crossing guard
The video here is from AAA and the 1980s.
authority, crossing guards in the suburban
community reported that generally children Crossing guards reported wanting new matelistened to instructions, although some guards rial that is updated and more relevant to their
noted that seventh graders were the least re- current situations. Although the urban comspectful. Many younger children reportedly munity found the classroom training a bit
depended on the crossing guards. Guards in more helpful, as it included both videos and
the urban community noted that children up a discussion of photographs of everyday situto high school age are generally respectful, but ations, they still felt more could be covered to
high school students chose to cross themselves make the training more effective and useful to
and most often disregarded the crossing guard. the daily scenarios they encounter. One crossGuards reported that children listening to mu- ing guard said:
sic or talking on cell phones cannot hear instructions given by the crossing guards.
I pretty much trained myself, they just told me
where to go, I knew what to do, I just pay attenCrossing guards pointed to possible additiontion.
al in school or after school education coupled
with information sent home to parents as pos- Participants from both municipalities felt that
sible ways to increase parent and child rule fol- they learned more from the field training than
lowing and improve safety for all active travel the classroom training. Crossing guards in the
users.
suburban group had two weeks of individual field training with an experienced crossing
guard. The urban group reported having a few
days of training with an experienced crossing
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guard. Retraining in both communities is limited to classroom review and discussion and
does not include field retraining, which the
crossing guards thought might be helpful. One
crossing guard stated:

The sense of responsibility extends to the relationships established between crossing guards
and students, parents, and other community
members. Participants in both focus groups
mentioned that they believe the kids come
to rely on the crossing guards. Thus, several
All the real training is from when we first started, guards reported arriving early to their posts bewe have not had field training since then.
cause “kids will be there” and staying at their
posts after the official end of the shift, despite
Thus changes to the training curriculum and policies deterring them from doing so. In genmaterials, specifically the classroom training eral, crossing guards reported delayed their deand retraining could be considered to improve parture because children were late or parents
the skills and knowledge of crossing guards to were late to pick up their children:
ensure both they and the children they cross
remain safe.
If you see a child coming you have to wait.
Crossing guards also reported needing better
I have a bus of middle school kids that get
training and communication on how to report
dropped off across the street and cross my inincidents such as non-emergency issues such
tersection. If I’m not out there, the cars are not
as traffic problems. Guards mentioned being
paying attention.
confused as to where complaints should be
directed, such as a maintenance issue involvBuses arrive after my shift ends, but I like to
ing a county road. In regard to reporting traffic
make sure the kids get home safe.
violations, one guard explained that it is difficult to get the plate number of the car, watch
They [parents and students] expect you to cross
the street, and cross the children at the same
them at all times of the day even when you are
time. Additional clarity on how and to whom
off duty. I do it because they like it.
to report incidents would be beneficial during
training and re-training.
One guard pointed out that crossing guards
should not stay after their shift ends as it creates
an insurance liability issue, while in conPolicies
trast another responded that they “always stay
Crossing guards expressed that their posts were late for the kids, hanging out, getting to know
their responsibility and that, in a sense, they the people.”
“own” their corners. This sense of responsibility or connection leads crossing guards to make Crossing guards also reported keeping parent
independent decisions that can place crossing phone numbers in their phones, giving their
guard behavior in conflict with established phones to students to contact their parents,
departmental policies and procedures. For ex- and giving their phone numbers to parents,
ample, one participant noted that positioning despite policies prohibiting this behavior. A
himself in the middle of his four-way intersec- crossing guard stated, “I do it out of concern
tion allowed him better control of the inter- and welfare of the child. If they come to you,
section, although training specifies that only what I am supposed to do? Turn my back?”
police officers should place themselves in this Another crossing guard stated they intervene
location.
although they are not supposed to:
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The kids that are bullied run to me and I call
the parents.
In addition to prohibiting students from using
their phones, crossing guards are instructed
by supervisors to refrain from touching students. Again, despite this policy, some crossing guards allow the kids to hold their hands
while crossing. Several reported combing the
children’s hair, buttoning their coats, or putting lotion on their faces in cold weather.
I’ve got lotion, paper towels, and a comb to fix
them up before they get to school so they don’t
get teased and to prevent fights. I can’t send a
kid to school looking nasty. I feel it. I would not
want my kids going to school like that.

Performance Review
Crossing guards from both groups reported
that neither municipality has a formal performance review that assesses a crossing guard’s
skills and understanding of the job and proAll my people are nice to me and give me gifts.
vides feedback on his or her performance. Despite this, the suburban municipality gives an
People thank me in the supermarket on the
award for “crossing guard of the year” and paweekend and at church. One little kid touched
trol cars frequently check posts in both commy heart saying ‘What can I do to show you I
munities, but there is no feedback given to the
appreciate you?’ He’s 7 or 8 years old. I told him
crossing guard from this activity. Focus group
‘just be obedient, that’s enough.’ It makes you feel
participants made the assumption that police
good.
officers are ensuring that the guard is at the
post and in uniform, but is not checking for Although gratitude is appreciated by the crossmuch more than that.
ing guards, several mentioned that being evaluated may provide an additional incentive to
Although the supervisors do not provide for- all crossing guards to do the job to the best
mal performance review, guards receive ac- of their abilities. Furthermore, guards thought
knowledgment from people in the community: that performance reviews may lead to higher
job satisfaction, as they would demonstrate
The police come by and tell you you’re doing a that people care about their job performance
good job.
and have a goal to keep both children and the
crossing guards themselves safe.
I’ve gotten hot chocolate, coffee, and soda from
strangers.
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Limitations
Participants in the focus groups were purposefully selected for their variation in age and
experience, but not randomly selected from
the two communities. Thus, those willing to
participate, represented here, may hold similar
views and those crossing guards who were not
willing to participate may feel differently about
their job satisfaction, the safety of their environment, and the communication and training, among other topics. In addition, although
field notes were taken by two researchers, the
conversations were not audio-recorded. Thus,
researchers were not able to listen to quotes
verbatim after the discussions; however, note
taking provided quotes for analysis.

dition to follow-ups and the time and ability
to ask for justifications and rationale for perceptions, they may also introduce a social desirability bias. Participants in the group may be
inclined to say what they feel the researchers
want to hear and those who hold a minority opinion may decide not to speak up. This
may have been true particularly in the larger
of the two focus groups, where speaking time
was divided among more participants. Lastly, only two focus groups were performed in
geographically variable areas, thus individuals’
perceptions from the focus groups are not being used to generalize their specific concerns or
rationales to the community at large or other
communities. Instead, these perceptions were
Although qualitative methods such as focus used as a guide to create a training manual and
groups allow for detailed descriptions, in ad- other training resources.
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Conclusion
The crossing guards in these focus groups reported high job satisfaction, expressing not
only dedication to their jobs, but also their
sense of responsibility to the children they
cross. However, safety in the environment
and training and communications could be
enhanced to not only improve the welfare of
the children they cross, but perhaps further enhance job satisfaction and encourage more active travel to and from school. Crossing guards
report facing challenges including distracted
drivers, adult pedestrians who ignore crossing
guard instructions, parents who cause hazardous situations when picking up or dropping
off their children at school, hazardous road
conditions and walking situations due to poor
or delayed maintenance, and ineffective trainings to prepare them for scenarios they may
face at their post.
These gaps in the preparation of crossing
guards for successful job performance suggest
areas for improvement, not only in training
and supervision, but also in the physical conditions surrounding crossing guard posts. At
the municipal level, training and retraining to
address proper crossing procedures, communication with children, parents, and other adults
in the community, reporting of incidents and
maintenance issues, and the extent of responsibilities and limits of a crossing guard’s authority will increase confidence and better prepare
guards for the challenges of the role. These
improvements may be accomplished through
adoption of a municipal crossing guard policy,
a model of which is now located on the New
Jersey Crossing Guard website. A training manual that details standards and procedures for
school crossing guard supervisors in the hiring,
training, and support of their employees could
also enhance safety. Based on this recommendation, a training manual for the State of New
Jersey has been created and placed on the New

Jersey Crossing Guard website, along with other resources.
Additional attention should also be paid to
the posts at which crossing guards are located.
The Crossing Guard Post Observation Report
was incorporated into the training resources to
help supervisors evaluate the conditions particular to each post. This form can be found
on the New Jersey Crossing Guard website. Additional research efforts that examine crossing
guard placement are also needed in order to
identify and prioritize crossing guard locations
for improvements.
Further evaluation of crossing guard training
will also contribute to a safer experience for
child pedestrians and crossing guards. A new
training video has been created and additional videos should be created in the future to
best prepare crossing guards to learn how to
handle situations at their posts. These videos
and trainings should be reviewed every several years to ensure the information is accurate
and relevant for crossing guards. Additionally,
given the lack of performance evaluations that
crossing guards receive, adding evaluations
into supervisory procedures may lead to better
adherence to procedures, increased safety, and
higher job satisfaction, as the review could be
used to correct any performance errors and
demonstrate the importance of the job. Based
on this recommendation, a performance checklist has been added to the New Jersey Crossing
Guard website for communities to download
and use for crossing guard evaluations.
In conjunction with crossing guard training,
pedestrian safety education that reinforces the
role of, and encourages respect for, crossing
guards should be promoted along with outreach to parents to educate them on safe street
crossings and traffic laws in school zones. A
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broader awareness campaign should alert motorists to increases in pedestrian and bicycle
traffic during the school year to attempt to increase the rate and safety of active travel to and
from school.
By encouraging communities to focus on improving safety in the environment and enhancing crossing guard training and communications through the use of formal training
manuals, municipal crossing guard policies,
encouraging crossing guards to report on the
safety of their post’s environment, new training videos to help better prepare crossing
guards, and evaluating crossing guard performance, crossing guard job satisfaction and performance is likely to rise along with the safety of the crossing guards themselves and the
children who rely on them to get to and from
school safely. These documents can be found
on the New Jersey Crossing Guard website and
we encourage all communities and crossing
guards to utilize them to help promote safer
active travel in the future.

Future Research
Future research should focus on the importance
of crossing guards, given the critical role they
play in communities to encourage active travel
and keep students walking to and from school
safely. By engaging with crossing guards and
having their voices placed at the center of this

research, many tools were created to aid in the
training, policies and safety of crossing guards.
However, it is possible that crossing guards in
different communities across the state have
additional or different ideas about the training and policies necessary to enhance their
job performance and satisfaction, encourage
active travel, and increase safety. In the future,
additional focus groups or interviews should
be conducted in additional municipalities to
help make the training program relevant to all
crossing guards and current conditions. Municipalities that choose to use the documents
found on the New Jersey Crossing Guard website should be interviewed to evaluate the use
of these tools and ask for suggestions for further improvements in the future. Lastly, both
the objective impact of these improved policies and trainings should be examined by measuring pedestrian crash rates in municipalities
that have adopted the trainings or policies
and the subjective impact should be examined by interviewing or holding focus groups
with community members to determine how
they perceive the effectiveness of area crossing
guards. By continually discussing important issues such as crossing guard placement, policies,
and trainings with crossing guards themselves,
continual improvements can be made to keep
all pedestrians, particularly children, safe on
their way to and from school.
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